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Synopsis

The systematic analytical method is reqUired for

the ac phase control circuit by means of an inverse

parallel thyristor pair which has a series and

parallel L-C resonant load, because the phase control

action causes abnormal and interesting phenomena,

such as an extreme increase of voltage and current,

an unique increase and decrease of contained higher

harmonics, and a wide variation of power factor, etc.

In this paper, the program for the analysis of

the thyristor phase control circuit with a series and

parallel connected load of series R-L-C circuit units,

is been developed. By means of the program, the

transient and steady state characteristics of the

circuit can be calculated and then comparative study

of various versions of circuits can be carried out

systematically. ~he usefulness of the program is

demonstrated by some numerical calculated examples.

1. Introduction

The ac phase control circuit with an inverse parallel thyristor
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** Graduate School of Electrical Engineering. Now, MITSUI ENGINEERING
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pair has various load configurations such as a series R-L-C circuit,

a parallel circuit of R, L, C elements and the combination circuit,

etc., as the applications of the phase control circuit have been

increased. In the L-C resonance circuit, the behavior form of reactive

power becomes complicated. Then, the ac phase control circuit

represents at times abnormal and/or interesting phenomena, such as

an extreme increase of voltage and current, an unique increase and

decrease of higher harmonics, and a wide variation of power factor,

etc. The circuit analysis have been reported on the series R-L-C

load l )2) and the combination load 3)4), to clarify above-mensioned

phenomena. But the each paper intends to analyze only a special

circuit, and there is not any paper of systematic comparative study.

For the optimal design of circuit, it is necessary to determine

not only circuit's constants but also a circuit's configuration.

In this case, the use of a digital computer may be most practical.

Already, the simulation programs of a thyristor circuit have been

reported and an electronic circuit analysis program may be also

used 5)6). However, these programs require relatively large memory

capacity and long calculating times, because they are made for a

general purpose and not exclusive for the analysis and design of

an inverse parallel thyristor circuit.

Thus, the authors have developed an exclusive, generalized

analytical program of the thyristor phase control circuit with series

and parallel resonance load 7)8).

The advantages of this program are as follows:

(1) The above-mentioned R-L-C series and/or parallel connected circuit

is preliminaly setted in the program, which is contrived that the

circuit is reduced to the configuration, wanted to analyze by the

input data. Therefore, the input data are relatively fewer and

calculating times shorten.

(2) It is contrived that the phase differenc~ between load voltage

and current of various configurations can be determined automatically.

Then, the limits of the thyristor phase control angle can be obtained

and the whole characteristics on control can be easily calculated.

(3) A three dimensional vector, representing the classification of

loads, circuit elements of state variables and operation modes of

circuit is introduced into the analytical program. The three

dimensional vector makes the correspondence of state variables from

a mode to the next mode easily.

The numerical calculations are carried out using the state
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transition matrix obtained from a

matrix form of differential equations,

which is induced from the circuit by

the graph theory.

2. Analytical method

2.1 Circuits

There are many load forms

controlled by an inverse parallel

thyristor pair in a single phase ac

power source systems such as series,

parallel and series-parallel impedance

shown in Fig.l. In this paper, we deal

with the load of Fig.l(c). Fig.l(a) and

Fig.l(b) may be derivered from the

Fig.l(c).

For>a generalized example of the

circuit of Fig.l(c), we have adopted

the circuit of Fig.2 with series R-L-C

elements as a series and parallel

impedance. This circuit has 511 kinds

of load form whether existence of

(a) Circuit with aseries

load element.

(b) ~ircuit with parallel

load elements.

(c) 0ircuit with series

parallel load elements.

Fig.l. ~ircuit.

e=./2Esin wt
'------('\,1-------1...-----....1

Fig.2. Thyristor phase control circuit with

series-parallel R-L-C elements.
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elements or not. For a practical circuit, there are 115 kinds

considering next two conditions (see Appendix 1)9):

(i) The reactance L has resistance R in usual.

(li) The circuits containing only a capacitor or capacitors connected

to the source are eliminated as inrush currents appear.

To analyze the circuit, we set up the following assumptions on Fig.2:

(a) The power supply produces a sinusoidal voltage and its internal

impedance is zero. There is no fluctuation of its frequency and

magnitude.

(b) The leakage current flows of thyristors are neither the forward

nor the backward direction and no voltage drop appears in the forward

direction.

(c) The turn-on and the turn-off times are negligibly small.

(d) Two thyristors are triggered alternately by applying the nallow

triggering pulses of positive and negative half-waves.

The resistor and the capacitor have the linear voltage-current

characteristics.

The circuit has two modes following to flow or not to flow of

current through the thyristors. We state the conducting period as

"mode 1", and the non-conducting period as "mode TI" . The

transitional conditions and initial values at each mode are given by

inspection as follows.

[A] Transition from mode I to mode TI .

Condition: il(t )=0, wb-ere t is the periods of mode I.
e e

Initial values: The initial values of v e2 ' v e3 ' i 2 and i 3 at mode

TI are equal to the last values of the mode I respectively.

[B] Transition from mode TI to mode. I.

Condition: ~he time t e of mode TI is equal to (1/120-t e ).

Initial values ~he value of i
l

is equal to zero, and the initial

values of v e2 ' v
e3

' i 2 and i
3

are equal to the last values of the

mode TI respectively. Where, we initiate the original time at starting

point of each mode.

2.2 Construction of a graph from a circuit

We will make a graph from a circuit numbering the branch and the

node of the circuit. The numbers of branches are set from voltage

sources, capacitors, resistors, thyristors and inductors in order.

The numbers of nodes are set at will. A graph of the circuit of Fig.2

is shown inFig.3.It'sconstructed above-mentioned procedure. The graph
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SCRl

Fig.3. Graph of the circuit.

5

may be reduced to a circuit which is needed to analysis by a method

shown later. Based on the reduced graph, the circuit's connective

matrix Am' modified connective matrix Aam , and a normal tree are

determined. In the circuit of Fig. 3, the branch ill",[Q] is "normal

tree", and branch [1J Q]] is '! link". Where, "Normal 'T'ree!f is a tree,

proposed by P.R. Bryant IO ), containing all voltage sources, no current

source, and as many capacitors as possible.

2.3 Derivation of a standard differential equation with a matrix

form and the solution

The matrixes A and B of a standard differential equation

~(t) Ad t) + /Bu ( t ) (1)

are derived from the fundamental cut-set matrix Qfll)12)
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(2)

Where, A
f

is a matrix which is eliminated a low of fundamental node

(node of the largest number) from a connected matrix A of modifiedam
circuit. The partial matrix A

fl
is gained, by dividing A

f
into a

partial matrixes A
fl

and A
f2

corresponding to a normal tree and a

link, respectively.

Usually, all the voltages across the capacitors C and all the

currents through the reactors L are chosen as state variables of

vector ~. Here, however, we will chose the state variables to

capacitor's voltages contained only normal tree and reactor's current

contained a link. This may be possible to reduce the rank of state

variables. As the input voltage source of a thyristor phase control

circuit is sinusoidal wave, we set the input vector D as

D (3)

where, DO is a vector with the value of ±l, 0 obtained from tie-set.

~he time domain solution of a differential equation of standard type

is as f'ollows,

tf:(t)

8:
0

( 2 2 )-1 (- A +w 1/ [Asin wt+</»+w1/cos(wt+</»]1B
IU

( 4)

where, 1/ is a unity matrix and vector tf:
O

is an initial value at
t=013) •

The calculating times of Eqs.(4) (5) may be very numerous if' the

value of ~ is calculated of the step size H one after another and

the mode change must be checked at every step. In order to save the

calculating times, we choose H for l<IAloH<lO preliminary and
14)calculate ,

2 ! 3 ! k!
(6 )
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If we put

Asin(wnH+¢) + wJCos(wnH+¢) - f
n

then, the last term $ in the right side of Eq.(4) becomes
n

(7)

( 8)

$ = {[) Of (IE )) ( 9 )
n n tU

where, t=nH. On the other hand, the first term ~n is

~ = ~n(~ +$ ) = ~.~
n 0 0 n-l

00 )

The Eq.(lO) can be calculated cyclically, if ~l=¢(~O+$o) is gained

preliminary. Therefore, Eq.(4) is represented as

scn 1l"
n

$
n

(11 )

and the calculating times are saved.

2.4 Digital computer program for circuits

Using the above mentioned analytical method, we composed of a

program for a digital computer. In this section, are described the

flow-chart, the items to be attention and a generalized method for

different configurations of load circuit.

2.4.1 Reduction of the input data of circuit

Input data into a digital computer are branch number(BN)J

starting node number of the branch(NF), arriving node number(NT),

constants to classify the element(MT), and constants to classify the

10ad(MF). Usually, these data must be punched on a card. In this

method, however, so many cards are necessary when many circuits are

analyzed at same time. Therefore, we developed a new procedure to

reduce a circuit with series and parallel R-L-C elements of Fig.3,

into a circuit which wanted to analyze, using preliminary input

constant ME. The ME represents connective state of branches. On this
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way, the data cards decrease only two to represent state ME and

constant values VC.

The state of branch is represented by the value of ME as follows:

ME=O; open branch,

ME=I; branch of normal state,

ME=2; branch to be reduced.

The reduction procedure of circuit using the ME is shown sUbsequently

(i) To gain a matrix which is constructed from a circuit to reduce

branches for ME=2.

(ii) '1'0 gain a branch )\1 whose node number from start to arrival is

minimum in the all reduced branches.

(ill) To rearrange the node number of the branch M from larger to

smaller sequentially from the start to the arrival node.

(iv) To repeat the procedure (ii) and (ill) for all the branches.

(v) To remove the input data NB, NF, NT, MT, MF, ME corresponding to

the branch which must be reduced.

(vi) To renumber the discontinuous node number continuously.

2.4.2 The angle of displacement between current and voltage at a load

The extent of the control angle in a thyristor phase control

circuit is gained from the displacement angle between current and

voltage waveform when sinusoidal voltage is applied to the load. The

phase angle is induced with a impedance Zt of the load. The Zt'

however, has various forms by the configuration of load in Fig.l. In

order to treat the equation of the displacement angle unification,

we introduce a contrivance as follow:

Substituting the constants C., E., L. to the vector C(i), R(i), ~(i)
.1.- 1.- 1.-

as elements, where i=l, 2, 3. 'T'he impedance z(i) of the ith load is

given as

Z(i) R(i) + j(w~(i) -
I

wC( i)
(12 )

'1'he impedance of load can be generally represented as Eq.(13)

by using the Q(i)=O when Z(i) is a zero vector and Q(i)=l when Z(i)

is not a zero vector.

Zt Q(I)'Z(I)+(Q(2)+Q(3)-Q(2)'Q(3))

Q(2) Q(3)
/ ( +
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If 2(2)=0, 2(3)=0, or 2(2)=2(3)=0, then the denominator of the

Eq.(13) became zero. In such cases there are no problems if the

equation is dealed as 0/0=0. ~he angle of displacement between current

and voltage in the load is given as

¢ tan-lethe imaginary part of 2
t
/the real part of 2

t
).

(14)

2.4.3 Correspondence of state variables at mode transition

Branches of the state variables, or numbers of state variable

become different as the load forms are changed. ~hen, we considered

the correspondence of state variables based on the definition of a

matrix ~:"'1'1(j\ (3 x 2 x ?) as follows:

(matrix[NFUKAJ= 01
____J --,

K= l~ NE (NE:numbers of the branches)

YES

NO

is the
branch K a.
reactor?

Fig. 4. Flow-chart of matrix "NFUKA".
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The row of the matrix is corresponded to the load classification,

that is, the first row represents the first load, the second row

represents the second load, the third row represents the third load.

~he rank of the matrix is corresponding to the classification of

elements which become state variables, that is, the first rank is

a capacitor of a normal tree, the second is a reactor of a link. The

height of the matrix is corresponding to a mode, that is,

the first height is a mode I,

the second is a mode II .

For example, the element "(3,2,1)" represents a reactance element of

the link of the third load at a mode I, and the value of the array is

one when the element is in existence, and zero when the element is

not in existence. The flow charts to gain the matrix [NFUKA] and to

represent the correspondence of a state vector at a mode change are

showed in Figs.4 and 5, respectively.

In the flow chart of Fig.5, the judgement of "yes" at (i)

Kl=O
K2=O

I = L 2
J = L 3

(i)
NO

NFUKA(J., LD=l
~ YES

Kl=Kl+l
(ii)

NO
NFUKA(J~I~1)=NFUKA(J~I~2) ~

YES

K2=K2+1
HX2 (K2)=HXl (KD

(a) From mode I to mode II .
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K1=O
K2=O

I
I = L 2
J = L 3

(i) I
NFUKA(J., L1)=l NO

~ YES

K1=K1+1
,ii) I
NFUKA(J~I~1)=NFUKA(J~I~2)

NO

11YES (iii)

I
K2=K2+1 1 I 2HXO (K1)=HX2 (K2) r- !

HXO(K1)=HX1(Kl) I HXO(Kl)=-HX2(K2+1) I
I I \

(b) From mode IT to mode I.

Fig.5. Flow chart of transition of state

variable vectors.

11

represents being a state variable, and "yes" at (:ii) represents that

the correspondence of a state variable vector has been completed.

I=l at (ill) of Fig.5 means that the voltage value of a normal tree

of mode I remains to mode IT if the first load has a capacitor

of a normal tree in a series and parallel load's form. And I=2 means

that the current through the second load at a mode I is gained from

the third load at a mode IT if the each second and third load has

a reactor of a link. ~he HYO, HXl and HX2 in Fig.5 represent the

values of a vector x at initial, mode I, and mode IT, respectively.

A general flow chart is shown in Fig.6 for the generalized anaytical

program to a thyristor phase control circuit using the above mentioned

method. In the practical program, the data of to be or not to be' is
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calculate the time when
the main current is equal
to hold current precisely
by regula falsi method.

(ii n)---:cl:;""e:'""c=-J."s=io--n--Jo'"::f,.---,t"""h-e----"
circuit's connection
matrix, normal tree,
basic cut-set matrix,
A and P matrix, ~ ancl

II< vectors.

NO half cycle?

calculate the initial
values of mode n by
using the finished
values of mode I.

NO

YES

"teacly "tate?

print
to XY

3

calculate the
instantaneous
values every I deg,
and store then.

are there next data?

is the pha"e cnntrnl
an0le over the IBOdeqs?

over the h~lf cycle?

YES(v),,- --''-- --...,

(iii),~ ~_Y_E_S__, calculate the
>-,-,N.!<O_~ initial values

of the mode I
hy using the
finished
values of
mode n .

calculation of r.n.s. valup".

NO

is main current les
than holcl current
(chanoe the mode)?

YES

is main current less
than hold current?

calculation of the
phase angle of load
to determine the
phase control angle.

~-_.~
set the initial values.

Fig.6. Flow chart of analytical program.
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judged from the input data of (i), and the matrixes ~, m at (li) are

gained before the calcualtion of the mode TI. The calculation is

carried out step by step, and a steady state is regard if the differ

ence between the calculated values of nand n+l cycles becomes less

than 1%. ~he angle of a phase control at (N) in Fig.6 is changed by

10 degs.

For a program language, FORTRAN TIT is used and the statement

cards are about lSOOsheets.

3. Application of the analytical program

3.1 Comparison of the calculated with the measured

RI, LI

21 mH

5 n R3 (

10 llF C2
SCR, L328.3

Fig.7. Example circuit with series

parallel load elements.

[V) (A)
3

100
2

-1

measured

A : calculated

Fig.B. Comparison with analytical results

and experimental ones.
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Fig.7 shows a calculation example of a circuit with a series

and parallel R-L-C load. The measured i
3

, va and the calculated

ones are compared in Fig.8, when a phase control angle a=lOOo. Both

the calculated and the measured agrees comparatively good, then the

propriety of the analytical program may be accepted. The numerical

calculations have been carried out by using the computer NEAC 2200/

500 of Okayama University Computer Center. ~he used memories are about

l}OKC, and the CPT) times are about five minutes contained compile and

linkload times.

3.2 Application of the program to filter circuits

~he calculation is carried out to the circuit of Fig.9(a) which

r-- ---,
~---.-=>----y ( i ) p--.-;>---'

11 W) 13

(iii)
(IV)
(V)

• ...1

e=/2Esin wt

(a) Basic circuit.

R3

C,
0'0---111-1--000

o

(i)
o o

(ij)
D

Rl Ll (3

~I-o

o T~
(y)

(b) Filters for insertion.

Fig.9. Circuit for analysis.
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are to inserted the filter circuit of Fig.9(b) into enclosed with

a dotted line. ~he values of the constants are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Circuit constants.

u..:a: 1.0

15

Fig.lO. Power factor

versus phase

control angle

Ct.

-90 o 90 180

phase control angle Ct (DEGS)

1.5

(iD

Fig.ll. Distortion

factor versus

phase control

angle Ct.

-90 0 90 180

phase control angle d... (OEGS)
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Fig.IO shows the power factor of the load. From this, the power

factor is good at the (B) (C) (E) of Fig.9(b). Fig.ll shows distortion

factors of current I
1

. The distortion factor of only the circuit (B)

represents a different tendency of the others. Fig.12 shows a power

pRo3at the resistance R3' and could be understood that the power

dissipation is larger in circuits of (B), (C) and (E). Fig.13 shows

a peak voltage across the thyristor. The maximum value appears at

phase control angle a (DEGS)

Fig.13. Thyristor voltage versus

phase control angle a.

18090o

(i)

\

-90

18090o-90

phase control angle a (DEGS)

108

circuit of
Fig.9 (v) rJ. =70°

642

circuit of Fig.9(N)
0(=100°

150

Q)

~Q)100
IllIJ'I
:> III

+l
Q).-l
:> 0

.0-1 :>
itl~ 50
H III
III Q)

~o.
Fig. 14. Transient 0 ~

o c 0phenomenon. lL-__-l-__----L ..I...-__-L__---.J

o

Fig.12. Power PRo3 versus

phase control

angle a.

numbers of half cycle
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the circu~t of (e).

Fig.14 represents numerical examples of transient ·phenomenon of

the circuits. It shows that the reponse curves for time are

exponential or oscillatory.

From the above examples, it clears that a comparative study on

the circuit behavior of different configurations is possible easily

by using this program.

4. Conclusion

The generalized analytical program, developed by authors, of

the thyristor phase control circuit with a series and parallel load

and its numerical examples has heen described. ~he features of this

program are summarized as follows:

(1) As a series and parallel connected circuit of R-L-C series

elements is included in the program, the partial reconstruction and

the modification of the load are easy by changing the input data.

(2) Consequently, comparative studies of the circuits can be carried

out easily as one pleases.

(3) The required input data to computer are minimized, such as branches of

the circuit, node numbers and sorts of elements, etc.

From these input data, the circuit's configuration and a

standard type of differential equation with a state variable vector

are automatically determined based on the graph theory, and the

characteristics about input and output power, current and voltage in

each elements are calculated.

(4) The program is written by FORTRAN N and the statement cards are

about 1500 sheets. 'l'he 8PT! times of the computer are about a few

minutes.

A part of this paper has been published at the technical

conference of Information Processing Meeting of I.E.E. of Japan 15 ).

The authors are deeply indebted to the members for earnest discussion.

Also, thanks for Mr. Moritaka IWASHITA, post graduate student

School of Electrical Engineering OKAYAMA University (Now, MITSUI

Engineering & Shipbuilding Co., LTD.), For his cooperation of

numerical calculation or drawing the figures.
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Appendix 1. Classification of load circuit forms

19

The configurations of circuits, gained by reduction from a series

R-L-C unit, are 8 kinds as shown in app.Fig.l. The combinations of

these circuits are 8x8x8-1=511 kinds. Where, the circuit is eliminated

when all elements are short circuit with (8) in app.Fig.l. Considering

the condition §2.1 (i), the series loads reduced from a series R-L-C

Unit are 6 circuits shown in app.Fig.2 and the combinations of the

circuits are 6x6=36 kinds. When the load (5) and (6) in app.Fig.2 are

constructed one series load, the circuit forms are 27 kinds by

considering the condition §2.1 (li) . The numbers of circuit

configurations are 36x4+27+2F=197 kinds in all.

On the other hand, the parallel loads have 21x4+16+5=115 kinds of

configurations in the same way as the series load provided that the

circuit configuration is identical if the parallel loads Z2 and Z3 in

Fig.l are interchanged the positions each other.

~1

(1)

-w
(5)

-w-T-
(2)

(6)

-WH
(3)

-H
(7)

-41\it
(4)

(8)

app. Pig.l. Combination of elements.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

app. Fig.2. Combination of elements for practical load.


